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PACIFIC LEAVES C. C. A

Pacific
Vol. 44.

C. O. P. — S. C., STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

MARDIGRAS PARADE
REQUIREMENTS FIXED

1FSSF CAMPAIGN
STARTS MAY 6

Decision Takes Effect A
1949 Football Season •

April 29, 1949—No. 2$

Black, Orange, White
Units I and II Colors

The College of the Pacific athletic department announced
Wednesday that the school would withdraw from the California
Collegiate Athletic Association at the conclusion of the 1949
•season.
Action was ordered by the
Board of Trustees at a meeting
held last Friday night. According
to school authorities, the decision
to pull out was prompted solely
by economic pressure.
The first annual Tully Cleon
Long traveling distances be
Knoles banquet is to be inaugur tween Stockton and the league's
ated Friday, May 13, at 6:30 p.m. three southern members, Cal
in the Anderson Dining Hall on Poly, San Diego State and Santa
campus. This banquet will pre- Barbara, make impractical the
ceed the last lecture of the series continuance of relations aftjer
on "Aspects of World Revolu present contracts expire.
tion."
School officials emphasized,
Honored guest at the banquet however, that COP would play
other than Chancellor Knoles will all games currently contracted,
be Dr. Ralph Tyler Flewelling. and that contests with Pacific's
Flewelling has been selected to traditional rivals, Fresno and San
inaugurate the series of lectures Jose would continue.
in philosophy given by Chancellor
With the final severence of
Knoles. Dr. Flewelling is Director CCAA ties in 1950, the institu
Emeritus of the school of Philoso tion will compete as an indepen
phy of the University of South dent in much the same manner as
ern California and editor of the U.S.F. and St. Mary's now oper
Personalist, quarterly journal of ate.
philosophy, theology, and litera
ture. The lectures will be pre
sented between the dates of May F.S.A. OFFICERS
10 and 13. Dr. Flewelling's ap
pointment for the launching of NOMINATED
the lectures is appropriate both
FSA Officers for Units II and
for his unusual qualifications as
III to serve next semester were
a
leader
of
contemporary
nominated yesterday at the 11
thought, and because of his pre
o'clock
assembly period.
vious association with Dr. Knoles
Those nominated for the main
on the University of Southern
offices were: Director, Unit II:
California faculty.
There are one hundred places Dean Tyrrell, Lloyd Sankowich,
available, at $2.00 per plate. The Curtis Mayer, Finance Commis
faculty, student body and general sioner, Unit II: Brit Smith,
public are invited. Reservations Frank Wolfe. Director, Unit III:
can be made with Dr. Nietman, Paul Murray, John Rhode, Chuck
chairman of the Philosophy De Hoist, Mo Hess. Finance Com
partment, or with the Office of missioner, Unit III: Don Nottoli,
Public Relations (room 112 in the Bill Cunningham, John Totten,
Jim Bennett.
Administration Building).

1st Annual Knoles
Banquet to be Held—
Honors Lecture Series

Ted Clark, chairman of the
With a pledged goal of $1,100,
As a result of the Senate meet
Mardi Gras judging, issued the the World Student Service Fund ing Monday evening, April 25th,
rules for float and skit entries in campaign gets under way next the colors of Stockton College will
the Mardi Gras parade last Mon Friday, May 6, with the annual be Black, Orange and White.
day. Clark is in charge of the Carnival and Dance, to be held at
The Units may choose the com
judges who will decide the win the Pacific gym.
bination of the colors to be used.
ner in both the queen and parade
Already contributions to the However, the Board of Athletic
competition.
success of the Carnival have Control will provide for distinc
ENTRY EXPENSES LIMITED
been made. South and West Halls, tion between athletic awards of
An expense limit has been planning a street dance for that the two units.
placed on both the skits and the date have agreed to hold it out
After considerable discussion,
floats in order that every entry side the gym. The Quonsets the Senate based its decision upon
will have an equal expense prob have used their living-group fund the following facts:
lem. Thirty-five dollars is the to procure the Ted Herman com 1. Units I and Units II, belong
limit that will be allowed on the bo for the dance.
ing to the same college should
floats while skit designers are to
Other groups, including all use the same colors.
be held to twenty dollars. An fraternities and sororities, the
2. Cooperation between the
expense account should accom Newman Club, and the radio frat
bands and athletics of the two
pany each separate entry.
ernity have submitted plans for units can be continued more econ
booths at the Carnival.
DEADLINE MAY 11
omically with a unity of colors
Co-Chairmen John Rose and for uniforms.
Eileen Norton, chairman of the
Mardi Gras parade planning Dick Limb have issued a call to
3. Since Unit II activities are
group, will accept float and skit even more groups to offer peep- concerned with both Unit I and
entries no later than May 11. shows, exhibitions, and other Unit III, it is important that its
A separate entry for each float "corny gimmicks."
The general plan for the show colors be appropriate when work
and each skit must be made be
ing with the other units.
includes
the street dance, invita
fore the May deadline.
4. The addition of white to the
tion to enter the gym and try
ORIGINALITY WILL TELL
orange
and black will make it
your
luck
at
the
booths,
and
fi
The floats and skits will be
possible for Unit I to be dis
judged on both originality and nally a set of movies.
The movies include some of the tinguished from the other Units
workmanship. Professional work
will eliminate the float or skit "Old Time Movies" promised while at the same time cooperat
ing with the rest of the federa
in which it is used. Each float earlier this semester, which nev
must be easily and plainly distin er materialized, and a series of tion.
shots taken of the Night Swim
guishable from a skit.
ming activities in the Pacific
Week's Headlines
QUEEN APPLICATIONS
Queen contestants may obtain pool.
Chinese "Red" forces occupy
application blanks from Ted Clark
Nanking peacefully, have sur
or Joe Hodson. These applica Philosophy Club
rounded Shanghai. Nationalist
tions must be filed with Clark
forces scattered or in retreat . . .
before May 6 to be valid. All or Banquet Tonight;
Some Senators still advocate U.S.
ganizations intending to enter a
interference to attempt to restore \
queen contestant are asked to Werner to Retire
Nationalist regime.
contact Clark or Hodson as soon
14th year students planning to
The annual Presidential Ban
Truman presents Health Bill to
as possible.
quet of the Pacific Philosophy congress . . . aims to place med enter C.O.P. should secure their
Club will be held at El Charro's ical and hospital service in reach application blanks at the C.O.P.
in Lodi tonight. A rather heavy of all. Taft advocates a bill of Admissions Office, Room 105, Ad.
program will be highlighted by fering "voluntary" participation. Building.
C.O.P. has arranged to increase
three major events: Dr. G. A.
greatly
their assistance to Stock
Werner will be honored. The
The Constitution Revision Elec
ton College students in planning
election of club officers for next
tion held Tuesday, April 26, re
their programs for the Fall se
year will take place; and the
sulted in the unanimous decision
mester, but this service depends
customary presidential address
by COP-SC students to pass every
upon having completed their ap
will be given by retiring presi
Applications will be accepted plication forms.
proposition presented before the
dent, Kent Elsworth.
in the near future for editors and
student body.
After many years of faithful
Election results are as follows: service in the Philosophy and His business managers of the Pacific W o r k E x p e r i e n c e P r o g r a m
Proposition 1 A Yes 247 No 94 tory departments of the College of Weekly and the Naranjado.
Qualifications will be submit R u l e s A n n o u n c e d R e c e n t l y
B Yes 247 No 88 the Pacific, Dr. Werner is retir
C Yes 242 No 99 ing from active teaching. His un ted to the Information Office in
Regulations governing the work
Proposition 2
Yes 299 No 24 flagging interest in Pacific's care of Dorothy Eaton, Publica experience program were an
Proposition 3
Yes 277 No 52 t w o - y e a r - o l d p h l o s o p h y c l u b tions Chairman.
nounced this week by Kathleen
Proposition 4
Yes 289 No 36 makes it appropriate that he
L. Seagraves, director of Work
Proposition 5
Yes 202 No 125 should be the guest of honor at ing list of candidates for office: Experience, as approved by the
Proposition 6
Yes 283 No 45 this prominent meeting of the
administrative council of Stock
President: Pierce Wheeler,
Proposition 7
Yes 286 No 41 school year.
Moderator: George Stokes,
ton College, April 6.
Upon ratification by the State
Secretary: Ira Wheatley,
Testimonials to Dr. Werner will
Department of Education the
Treasurer: John Spear,
be
tendered
by
Dr.
George
ColliCity Schools Sponsor
Other nominations will be ta regulations will become effective.
ver, Werner's long-time colleague
Students who are interested in
ken from the floor.
in the Philosophy Department.
Open House Wed.
making
Work Experience Educa
Precedent
for
the
presidential
The election of club officers
In conjunction with National
address was established by Mar tion part of their program this
which
is
normally
held
at
the
May
Education Week, Stockton Col
shall Windmiller at the first an coming fall should apply imme
lege along with the other city meeting, has been moved up to
nual banquet last year. His diately upon return next semester
give
members
a
freedom
from
de
schools sponsored an Open House
straightforward
presentation of for work experience supervision.
tail as they listen to Ralph Tyler
this Wednesday.
his own philosophy of life set a Credit will start only on the day
Flewelling
deliver
the
newly-in
Parents were urged to look in
standard of achievement. Kent that a statement of a job is re
on the students during class hours augurated "Tully Cleon Knoles
Elsworth, in following along the ceived by one of the following:
Lectures
in
Philosophy'
next
and see just what the present
lines
of individual, personal Mr. Blim, Office and Sales, South
month.
conditions are.
thoughts in philosophy, will speak Campus, 06; Mr. Harring, Shop 2,
The
nominating
committee,
un
It is hoped that by doing this a
on "A naturalistic conception of Room 124 (mornings); and Mrs.
closer tie can be made between der the leadership of Roy DaSeagraves, South Campus, D3.
monte, has prepared the follow- the reality of mind."
the parents and schools.

G.O.P. Entrants Must
Secure Applications

UNANIMOUS YES FOR
CONSTITUTION REVISE

Applications for Editors,
Mgrs. to be Accepted

Flewelling Launches
Knoles Lectureship

From May 10 to 13, Dr. Ralph
Tyler Flewelling, director emeri
tus of the School of Philosophy
at the University of Southern
California, will present a series
of five addresses in inaugurating
the annual Tully Cleon Knoles
Lectureship in Philosophy.
Flewelling proposes, in his lec
tures, an investigation of the ideo
logical differences that exist be
tween the orient and the Occident.
The relevance of art, the sciences,
literature and religion to this cul
tural conflict is clarified.
His series has been titled "As
pects of World Revolution."

PERTINENT NEWS FOR
GRADUATING STUDENTS
S.C. SOPHOMORES
Stockton College Sophomores
planning to go into C.O.P. this
fall or summer may make appli
cations now at Dean Taylor's of
fice.
Counseling on next year's pro
gram may be had from May 9 to
14 from major professors.
C.O.P. GRADUATING
STUDENTS
Director of Placement Elliott
Taylor announces that available
openings may be had in teaching,
business administration, account
ing and engineering.
Graduating seniors should sign
up at the placement bureau for
full time jobs.
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Richard Yip Paints Scenes
On Death Valley Tour

POP Frlnrators 'A CAPELLA CHOIR COVERS SOME
u
J L
2,000 MILES ON TWO-WEEK TOVR

Honored by
By E. Ralph
Of all those who went on the Death Valley Trip, there was Association

probably no one who awaited the breath-taking- sunrises as much
as Richard Yip, art hiajor of Stockton College.
As this was Yip's first trip to*—
Death Valley, he read up on it
whereas his paintings of the
and talked to several people ^rip are of the landscape, he drew
about it so as to be able to start some sketches of camp life which
painting immediately. He was in- j jje thought amusing. On Palm
terested in the warm color of the 1 Sunday Yip, who was painting
desert and in capturing the feel two mues away from the group,
of heat on paper. Yip says that says that it was a funny feeling
the massive mountains are very to hear the morning service over
impressive.
the loud speaker and yet not see
He set up a goal of twenty-five the service.
paintings which he met. These
Yip returned last year from a
paintings will be on exhibit at thirteen month's visit to China.
the C.O.P. Art Center in approxi He came to this country in 1932
mately two weeks. Two of his where he graduated from Stock
paintings are of Mt. Whitney.
ton High School. After attending
On the way to Death Valley the College of Arts and Crafts in
Yip made quick sketches of the Oakland he entered the service
landscape which will be used in for three years.
His paintings have not only
his paintings. On the day after
his return, he sold two of his been exhibited in this city but
finished paintings which more also in San Francisco and Souththan paid the expense of his trip. | ern California.

By Sue Thomson

Covering approximately two
thousand miles by bus on their
Willis N. Potter, professor of two-week West Coast tour, March
educational psychology and direc-1 27 to April 17, Russell J. Bodley
tor of the remedial reading clin- and the Pacific A Cappella Choir
ic, and W. Edgar Gregory, asso- returned to Stockton exhausted
ciate professor of psychology, by the trip and the daily concerts
two Pacific faculty members, have but looking forward to another
been elected to the American Psy- Spring tour next year,
chological Association.
| The cho-r traveled through

The election of Potter and Greg- Northern California, Oregon, and
ory means that all of the psychol- j Washington this year. Initiating
ogists teaching full time on the: the first of the twenty-two perPacific staff are now members. I formances, the choir sang March
Membership in the APA is pre-128, at Palo Alto and ended the
requisite to participation in many j tour in part with a program beprofessional activities.
j fore the California Music Educa,1. ,. ,j ,
, „ ,, , tor's Conference in Sacramento
T
In the field of psychology, the |
. ,„ _ n ,
„
association parallels the function j
P" ^
Service in the Yosemite Valley
of the American Medical Associa-1
with twenty voices taking part
tion in medicine, setting profes
was
the real close.
sional standards, recommending
legislation and approving colleges
Such a trip has a number of
for the training of psychologists, little aside incidents that stand
. out in the group's mind as memPatronize our advertisers.
orable. The strain of four conAs Featured in Life - Mademoiselle - Seventeen - Glamour

Sun-a/Covi'ng 7jrio
ALL CATALINA CONVERTIBLES!
Three suits bubbling over with young ideas . . . with spirited
California styling . . . with uninhibited California colors!
(right) "Lace Border"—monotone print seersucker
that feels just as young as it looks—8.00
(center) Plaid gingham with clever ruffle
treatment for figure flattery—8.00
(left) "Sweet Pea"—seersucker pucketette
with saucy ruffle top—8.00
"registered

certs in one day in the Bay Area
and having ten wallets stole'
while a performance was going "
in Roseburg, Oregon, are exaT
pies. But there are more.
Mr. Bodley seemed to have a
little difficulty in keeping track
of his suit coat, for when
didn't watch it carefully, it
dered off. Several times he was
on the verge of conducting jn
his shirt sleeves.
A look into the inner workings
of the tour shows that at each
evening stop after the concert
townspeople who were to put Up
the members of the choir came
read the names of those to g0
and were responsible for getting
their breakfast the next morning
and getting them to the bus on
time.
To break up the monotony of
the long bus rides, the choir divided itself into several groups
from the front to the back of the
bus, t o play c a r d games.
Those in front played poker, the
next group conventional card
games, the third group pinochle,
and the last, bridge. Several chess
games went on, too.
All was not business as can
be seen. Mr. Bodley and the group
went off the route to visit Mt.
Hood since two girls on the tour
had never seen snow. Another
time the choir found the Red
wood Highway beautiful but a
bit curvy — a few students got
rather green.

Mother's Dav
GIFTS and CARDS

"can we worn with or without straps

•

Walter's House
of Gifts

DAD!
THAT'S JUST
WHAT I WANT
FOR
GRADUATION

• Corona
• Royal
• Remington
• Underwood
— EASY TERMS —

Stockton Typewriter Go.
121 N. California St.
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA
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VACATION THAW BRINGS FORTH
RINGS AND CANDY AT WEST HALL

1\VW
BEVERLY HOOKER

"LANI" SVIHRA

"Lani" Suihra
John W. Riley
"Lani" Suihra, daughter of Col
onel and Mrs. Albert Svihra of
Palo Alto, surprised West Hall
last Monday evening with the an
nouncement of her engagement
to John Winton Riley of San
Francisco.
"Lani" is an English major
who will be graduated from
Stockton College in June. She
has ambitions for musical comedy
and will continue her schooling
at Cal.
John is a civil and sanitary en
gineer, associated with the Clyde
C. Kennedy Engineering firm of
San Francisco. He was a Navy
lieutenant for two years and took
his master's degree at Stanford
University.
Both Lani and Johnny have
blonde hair and blue eyes. The
engagement climaxes a romance
of several years. Wedding plans
are still indefinite.

Psychology Club
Officers Elected

Bev. Hooker and
Ken. Boorman
Hearts and flowers, rings and
engagement candy are overflow
ing in West Hall since the spring
vacation thaw. Climaxing an
evening of exciting news was the
announcement of Beverly Hook
er's engagement to Kenneth
Boorman on April 18, the second
engagement announcement that
evening.
Beverly, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Hooker of San Leandro, is a high freshman music
major.
Kenneth is associated with the
Burroughs business machines
company in Oakland. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Boor
man of the same city.

Aquatic Club Dance
Climaxed Big Week
As a climax to the glorious
"track triumph" over San Jose
State Saturday evening, and the
successful J.C. swimming meet
of two days, the COP Aquatic
club played host to weekend
sports enthusiasts at an FSA
sport dance last Saturday night
in the COP gym.
A crowded floor of couples
danced away three hours of the
night to the music of Ross Hanna's orchestra and the entertain
ment of Marv Tripp, Monte Edi
son, and Milton Dick.
Intercollegiate pennants decora
ted the walls of the gymnasium.
Admission consisted of merely
presenting an FSA student body
card. Special guests of the even
ing consisted of alumni swim
mers, coaches, rooters from all
over California, and future swim
ming champions.

An organizational meeting was
held last Friday by those students
interested in a Psychology Club.
Dr. Mitchell and Mr. Gregory
acted as faculty advisors.
Temporary officers were elected
as follows: Carl Wilsey, chair
man, Conrad Mar, vice chairman
and Jim Solomon, secretary. In
the absence of Mr. Wilsey, Mr.
Mar presided.
Constitutional, promotional, and
nominating committees were ap
pointed.
Those who find it impossible to S D I A M
attend this meeting may send a
written statement to the meeting
stating their reason for not at- • WM. BEERS
ending and their desire to become
a charter member.
SPECIAL ORDERS FOR
PASTRY GOODS . . .

Place your order early for
special banquets, coffee clubs
or bridge party needs. Meticu
lous attention is given.

Mb ZETA RHO
Wednesday, the 27th, the girls
Kamanawana will be the theme will sign up for preference, and
of the South Sea dance presented Friday the girls will attend the
by Omega Phi's spring pledge pledge dinner, the 29th of April.
class tonight, April 29, from 9:00
p.m. to 12:00 p.m. The dress for PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB
The first campus-wide photo
the dance will be peasant blouses
and skirts for the girls and kana graphic salon will be presented
ka shirts and slacks for the men. by the Pacific Photography Club
The house will be decorated in toward the end of May.
Any student or faculty member
a South Sea atmosphere with a
waterfall in one corner and trop of COP or SC is eligible to en
ical flowers and birds around the ter; there will be no entry fee. For
information call Frank Wolfe at
room.
General chairman for the dance Alpha Kappa Phi.
The dark room is now open for
is Bill Strom, with Dean Pratt in
charge of decorations, Clark Fish members of the photography club.
er, refreshments, Bob McKibben. A meeting will be held next Mon
bids, and Dick Cruz in charge of day evening in 111 Weber Hall at
7:30.
the music.
Chaperons will be Mrs. Lucas,
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Thompson, ROUND TABLE CLUB
and Mr. Anttila.
President Larry Bingham called
the meeting to order and Dr.
Ding, philosophy professor, was
Graduate of C.O.P. introduced.
Dr. Ding spoke on
the subject, "China Today."
Married Recently

GIFTS
2047 PACIFIC •

S T O C K T O N

CALLING ALL GIRLS! !

DUBOIS
CLEAUER'S
Pacific Avenue

ORIGINALS

Branch
3212 PACIFIC AVE.

(Next to Thor's)

Conveniently located for Students
to Save with
C A S H

Ph. 6-6324

• Our Cakes Are Made With
Swans Down Cake Flour #

Y. W. C. A.
To conclude the observance of
National Y.W.C.A. week, the Wo
men's Y is leaving for a cabin
trip this afternoon.
There will be two discussion
groups planned for the interest
of members.
The place of the Y on campus,
leadership training, and Y club
activities will also be discussed.

ictcha Covered'
Newman Club
lance Theme

. . . just arrived!

1910 Pacific Ave.

HOSTEL CLUB
Saturday, April 30, the Hostel
Club has planned an all day hike.
The members will meet at An
derson Y at 8 o'clock for break
fast in the upstairs kitchen then
leave for the San Joaquin River
to hike on and around the islands.

THE SOUTHERN CLUB
NEWMAN CLUB
The Southern Club, a new
The Newman Club was inform
men's social club on campus, pe ed on Tuesday, April 26, that their
titioned recently for a change in chaplain, Father Sullivan, had
name to Gamma Gamma Epsi- been transferred to San Jose.
lon.
A committee was appointed to
The club will submit a new be in charge of the booth at the
constitution in the near future W.S.S.F. Carnival.
for the purpose of being recog The group will receive commun
nized as a local fraternity. At ion on Sunday May 15 at Old St.
the present time it is only a so Marys Church. A breakfast will
cial club and enjoys none of the be served after Mass.
privileges accorded fraternities,
such as rushing functions.
A.W.S. BANQUET
The first social event of the The A.W.S. banquet will be
season for the Southern Club was held Thursday, May 5, at 7 P.M.
held Monday evening at the El in the Dining Hall on the COP
Kohbar dining hall.
campus.
Dean Betz, President Burns,
An annual affair, the formal
Chancellor Tully Knoles, Marvin dinner will feature the presenta
Dougherty, Jack Whipple, and tion of the Beulah Watson plaque
Jack Cloudsley were honored to the outstanding senior woman.
The old A.W.S. officers will be
"Gotcha Covered" is the theme guests of the evening.
introduced and the new officers
of the South Campus Newman
will be presented.
Club's second annual Gold Rush PACIFIC CHRISTIAN
Those A.W.S. members not liv
Dance this Saturday evening, FELLOWSHIP
Plans are being made for a ing on campus should sign up at
April 30 from 8 to 12 o"clock. It
will take place at the Rod and Pacific Christian Fellowship Dean Monroe's office.
Guests will include Mrs. Beulah
Beach Party at Lodi Lake next
Gun Club.
Watson Kiser and faculty wives.
Judy Dickinson is the "Big Friday afternoon and evening.
Chief" of the affair and assisting
her on the second tribe are Joe
LET'S MEET AT
Hong, Shirley Jacobs, John Cima,
Barbara Haire, and Bob Oscomendy. The "Big Gun Prospec
tors" (patrons and patronesses)
are Deputy Brazeau and his gal,
Senor Jorge and his senora,
Master Kennedy and his dame,
PHONE 3-2346
Cowboy Carmichael and "Babe,"
3216 PACIFIC AVE.
Belle Brown, and Padre Burke.

Darling one-piece Dresses

Cakes - Pastry - Delicatessen

A special program will be ar
ranged featuring a campfire talk
by Paul Contento of the Univer
sity of California, a former
missionary to China, and a male
quartet from the California Agri
culture College at Davis, Califor
nia.

Miss Elizabeth Steed, graduate
of the College of the Pacific in
1947, recently became the bride
of Mr. Edward J. Saecker of Bakersfield.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. P. M. Steed of Temple
City, California, and the benedict,
the son of Mrs. E. F. Saecker of
Bakersfield, is a mechanic em
ployed by the City of Bakersfield.
Attending the bride were Alice
Saecker (sister of the groom),
maid of honor; Joy Ruf and Mrs.
George Cordon, bridesmaids; and
Marie Manger, flower girl.

ONDS...
...WEDDING

LANZ

ABOUT CAMPUS

Omega Phi
Dance Tonight

imrnn

a n d

C A R R Y
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Tossers Meet Gaels At Oak Park Tonight
BLOCK P SPORTS CARNIVAL
SLATED FOR WEDNESDAY
By BILL SANFORD

I McWilliams Gets Starting Nod
Bengals Face U.S.F, Tuesday
By Bob Haaker
Sharing the second place spot in the CCAA baseball
sports standings,
Pacific moves out of conference play during the coming

league

Eight o'clock Wednesday, May 4, will find the Block P Society
week to entertain two member teams of the California Intercollegiate Baseball Association.
sponsoring the first gala Pacific Sports Carnival in the Pacific Gym.
The carnival will feature seven,
•—
In the first of these two tilts
boxing matches. The feature bat
the St. Marys Gaels will meet the
Swim Club T o
tle of the night is the one between
Tigers and their mound ace, Stan
Bob Turner and Glenn Hueling.
McWilliams, on the Oak Park dia
Erase Defeat
mond, at eight o'clock tonight
Turner, a ring veteran, has had
The Moraga team bowed to Pacihis hand raised at the conclusion
Opportunity to gain sweet ret
fic in a previous meeting this
of 63 of the 65 fights in his ama
ribution for imany embarrass-" season.
teur career. Hueling, a man not
ments wrought upon them by the
lacking in experience, will be out
The Bengals will again play
San Jose State Spartans, is at
to uphold the name of the drama
hand for Chris Kjeldsen's Tiger under the Oak Park lights as
department in the athletic world.
mermen tonight. At 8 P.M. in they entertain the University of
Nom Hong, member of last
the San Jose State pool these San Francisco on Tuesday even
year's C.O.P. boxing team and
high riding splashers will take to ing. This is the same strong Don
Lodi's contribution to Stockton
the lanes top-heavy favorites over nine that humbled Pacific by a
Colleges boxing circles, and John
startling 15 to 5 score in their
their perennial rivals.
Cappus are slated to fight a fast
For the Bengals, tonight's meet last meeting.
and furious bout.
: will provide a safety valve for a
In last week's conference triple
In the evening's only wrestling
I year old grudge which has brewed bill, the Tigers came out holding
contest "Bull" Rhode of "Some- j
J a lust for revenge. A little less a two to one edge in their series
one should tell John" fame, and .
than twelve months ago, San with Santa Barbara. This brought
"Conscientious" Ken Johnson
Jose swim mentor Charlie Wal their current conference record to
will struggle to some kind of
ker swayed officials of the CCAA four wins against two losses, and
decision.
Championships to disqualify the slightly off the pace being set by
Members of the Pacific gymnas
COP four-man relay team on the the league leading San Jose Spar
tic team, who made a fine show
tans. The Prune City nine have
grounds of jumping the gun.
ing in CCAA competition earlier
Though the race was over and bagged all of their three confer
Sam West, outfielder for the Bengal Baseball aggregation,
this Spring, will put on an exhi slides into second base in the second game of last Saturday's COP- a Tiger conference victory appar ence games played so far this
bition.
ently sealed, the judges docily ac season.
Santa Barbara contest.
_By staff Photographer
cepted the Walker-borne protest,
Six bouts are slated for the
In the Santa Barbara series,
giving the relay decision to the Stan McWilliams survived a sha
evening's entertainment. T h e
runner-up Spartans. This quirk ky start to snare a 15 to 6 deci
fights will be judged by Larry
of official action handed the sion in the Friday opener. The
Siemering and Robert Grogan.
CCAA swim title to the squawk Gauchos, who had climbed all
Referee is to be Johnny Reno.
ing Walker
Admission for the evening of
over McWilliams' slants in the
Thus the anxiety over tonight's early innings, could garner only
By JIM GALLAGHER
sports will be 75c with the pro
tering Charlie Richesin and Kirkmeeting takes on added impetus, two hits in the last five frames.
ceeds going to the Block P.
t
Pacific's victorious tracksters, patrick.
and for this reason the Kjeldsen- Pacific moved ahead in the fourth
The Society guarantees a good holding their first dual meet vic
A nifty anchor lap by Eddie men have well constructed plans
and steadily increased their lead
show and is looking forward to tory over San Jose State in near Macon, who previously won the
to make the impending San Jose thereafter. Home runs by Jim
a large crowd.
ly <two decades, are rewarded quarter mile, dispatched San defeat as overwhelming as possi
Enos and Wally Dietrich high
with a "breather" tomorrow Jose's Red Hall easily to give the ble.
lighted the Tiger 15 hit attack
Bengals the relay and an impres
A look at the Spartan records against the two Santa Barbara
SPRING PRACTICE when they engage San Francisco sive
11-point win.
State on the Gator oval.
shows that Pacific could quite pitchers used. Enos lead the
BEGINS
In the bleachers for the inter probably come home with a first team hitting with his healthy
Their stock boosted by the San
Coach Larry Seimering greeted Jose win, the Tigers will stride esting affair were Fresno State and a second place in every event three hits in four appearances at
65 prospective football stalwarts through the San Francisco con track mentors Cornelius Warmer- except the diving. If such is the plate.
to the official opening of Spring test with an eye to the confer dam and Flint Hanner, whose consummated, the score would
Santa Barbara evened the ser
practice Monday afternoon on ence meet the following Satur team meets San Jose tomorrow. read — Pacific 61, San Jose
ies in the first game on Saturday
Predicted the Bulldog representa State 14.
day.
Knoles Field.
tives: "We'll take the conference
Should State's pool records ap as they handed Bob Grunsky a 7
Assistant coaches Ernie Jorge
The Spartan triumph made to
hands down."
pear
within reach, a juggling of to 6 defeat. The Gauchos used
and Dean Richardson will have look easy by a pair of San Jose
the
tentative
line-up may be twelve hits and one Pacific er
Can't see how they figure.
a powerful aggregation to work failures in the field which not
made.
Such
a
move would de ror in gaining their close deci
with as there are 26 returning even the most optimistic Pacific
crease
the
margin
of COP's vic sion. Sonny Adkins had a per
lettermen, seven transfers, and 10 follower dared to predict. Most
tory.
Whether
a
humiliating
de fect day at the plate, driving in
Radio
Station
KAEO
will
Stockton College men out for the surprising of the two was the in
three runs on four hits.
feat
or
a
multitude
of
Pacificbroadcast both the COP - St.
varsity.
ability of Mel Martin, stellar
recorded
marks
would
do
more
Bill McFarland, pitching the
Marys baseball game and the
Looking impressive in early Spartan high jumper, to clear six
to humble the cocky Spartan is Saturday nightcap, hurled Paci
COP-USF
contest
next
week.
workouts are Bill Wood, half feet, making it easy for Hal Buck
Kjeldsen's decision.
fic into the series win by a com
back from Napa J.C., Clarence to take first at 6' 2" and Howard
fortable 11 to 7 margin. Yielding
Bell, halfback from Compton J.C., Adams to tie with Junior Mor
10 hits, McFarland notched his
and Don LaPelt, a fullback from gan for second at six feet.
first CCAA win of the current
Ray Kring, Tiger vaulter, had
Lodi by way of Stanford.
season. The Tigers, although not
Four new line transfers are out things rfiuch easier than he had
potent at the plate, coupled their
to bolster the Pacific attack. expected when George Mattos,
six hits with a like number of
Keith Dawson, end from Modes who had approached 14 feet con
Gaucho errors to give Bill a good
to J.C., John Richards, guard of sistently all season long, could
working lead.
Santa Ana J.C., Jerry Reavejr, do no better than 13 feet, leaving
In a non-conference game last
guard and Ed Knapp, tackle from Kring with an easy first at 13' 6".
Tuesday, Pacific ran into their
Pacific
had
its
bad
breaks
also,
Bakersfield J.C. hope to crack
most humiliating defeat of the
when judgy Steve O'Meara rolled
the lineup.
season in bowing to the USF
out of the blocks in the 100 to
Up from Stockton College are
Dons by a 15 to 5 score. The
lead a San Jose 1-2, and in the
Bob Foote, A1 Stockdale, Roland
only bright spot in the decidedly
high hurdles when Don Brooks
Susich, Doug Scovil, Doug Smith,
bad day for the Tigers, was a
ploughed into the first three bar
Dick Batten, Charlie Evans, Tino
home run poke off the bat of
riers to allow the Passey broth
Venzer, Bob Murray and Ed Ma
Sam West. Two mates were on
ers to 'complete another nearcon. Macon will devote full time sweep.
board when West unloaded his
to the grid sport on the comple
pinch hit blow over the left field
Preston Garmire, number two
tion of track season. Scovil is
wall. USF, on the other hand,
Bengal miler, was the thorn in
learning the ropes at quarterback.
had a lusty day at the plate with
San Jose's side in the distances.
their 14 safeties. Jerry Haines
Coach Seimering has made He ran a 4:31 mile to cop a third
was charged with the defeat,
some experimental changes in po behind record-tying Jack Kirksitions by shifting John Poulos patrick and Spartan Dore Purdy,
CCAA BASEBALL LEAGUE
from fullback to end, Jack Ross and then and then ran State two1.000
San Jose
from halfback to end, Harry Kane miler Seward Chapman goofy for
.666
Bugs Beetelson, who will participate in the Wednesday Sports C.O.P.
.666
Fresno
from guard to center and Duane six laps, sending him in a badly- Carnival sponsored by the Block P, is shown as he defeats Clelland Cal.
.500
Poly
.333
Santa
Barbara
Putnam from tackle to guard.
beaten third behind mark-shat of Modesto in bouts in the Pacific gym last year.
.222
San Diego

CINDER TEAM DEFEATS
SPARTANS, S.F.S. NEXT
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Bengal Netters
Down Stanford

Phil—Ins
By Guthrie

Nursing a four won three lost
record, the College of Pacific ten
nis squad evaporated Stanford s
hopes for victory last weekend
on the Farm. The Tigers racked
up the Indians 6% to 2*A in a
hard fought battle that saw the
last match called because of
darkness.
Hank Pfister went three sets
with Bob Lewis of Stanford be
fore winning 12-10 in the third
tier. Don "Constitution" Hamil
ton stopped lanky Fred Lewis 6-3
7-5 in round three, and "The Bed
Head" rapped up Kirk Meechem
7-5, 6-4.

Victory is sweet and the most dulcet note in the College of
the Pacific's spring sports victory parade was last Saturday's 71-60
track triumph over the hated Spartans from San Jose State.
Going into the meet, the Tigers were rated as slight underdogs;
but a great number of inspired performances by the Orange and
Black athletes upset the dope sheet and put the Bengals into the
win column.
Although Pacific's individual stars shone brightly, the factor
that turned the anticipated defeat into a victory was the amazing
spirit of cooperation and team play exhibited by the cinder aggrega
tion.
Every member of the team deserves a pat on the back for
bringing about the win; and Coach Jackson rates special praise
for masterminding the triumph and breaking the San Jose jinx
that has dogged Pacific for nearly two years.

ROUGH WEEK'S MATCHES
Monday afternoon at Oak Park
Darrell Winrich and Bob Hall
played a challenge match against
Hank Pfister and Don Hamilton
to decide the number one doubles
combo for the remaining matches
on the schedule. When the smoke
cleared the Pfister-Hamilton duo
stood victorious, 9-7, 6-8, 9-7. It
was the best doubles match that
CALL FOR MANAGERS
Bob Monagan has sent out a call for managers for the 1949
was played on the home courts
Bengal football aggregation.
this year.
Although the manager's life on a big time pigskin team is one
In other challenge matches this
Eddie Macon, College of the Pacific's crack quarter-mller, is week Pfister stopped Winrich,
of thankless toil, there are several compensating advantages which
shown as he breaks the tape in the final lap of the mile relay*. 6-2, 4-6. 6-4, and Bob Hall beat
might Induce consideration of the job.
Not only will they be associated with one of the best teams ever Eddie came from behind to out-run a straggling San Jose anchor Hamilton, 2-6, 6-4, 6-4.
—By staff Photographer
produced by this school, but also they will travel with the team man and win going away.
OJAI NEXT
to all its away-from-home games, including the Hawaii excursion.
Hank Pfister, Don Hamilton
and Clint Arbuckle will repre
ALL-AMERICANS
Although Fuller ton Junior College took the National Junior Col
sent the Tigers at the Ojai Tourament this weekend. The Ojai ga
lege Swimming crown at Oak Park last week, Stockton College
outplaced them in the JC Ail-American swimming selections five
Bill Antilla's strategy came thering will be showered with
The high-flying Stockton Col
the best tennis men in the west
to three.
lege track team prepares itself within a few inches of producing
ern United States. Hank Pfister
For the Cubs the 300-yd. medley relay team was chosen as the for a five way meet against Pla
a National JC Swimming Team and Clint Arbuckle will compete
nation's best along with Dick Cullenward in the 440 and 220 yard cer, Grant, Menlo, and Marin Jun
distances, and Jon Stebbins in the 100 and 200 yard breast events. ior Colleges tomorrow afternoon last Saturday by losing 57%-42% in the collegiate singles tour and
to Fullerton men by a matter of Pfister and Hamilton will team
Gene Nyquist garnered second place honors in the 100 and
at Baxter Stadium at 2 P.M.
inches. The scoring being 10-8 in up for the doubles matches.
150 dorsal distances and Denny Pace was rated second in the 100
The Cubs are placed in an em
yard event and third in the 220. The Cub 4-man relay team com barrassing position by two out the medley and 6-4 in the races,
the Cubs would have picked up FARM RESULTS:
posed of Rex Young, Bob Jimenez, Cullenward, and Pace was
SINGLES: (Hank Pfister (P) d.
standing facts. First, they do not four points in each' race, making
- placed second in the All-American selections.
Bob Lewis 6-4, 2-6, 12-10; Clint
want to put any undue pressure the score 50%-49%.
Arbuckle (P) d. Kirk Meechem
on themselves before the big Con
As the scoring went our med 7-5, 6-4; Don Hamilton (P) d.
ference Championship meet next
week at Modesto. Coach Boyd ley team of Nyquist, Stebbins and Fred Lewis 6-3, 7-5; Darrell Win
Thompson announced that he will Jiminez placed second. Cullen rich (P) d. Earle Lycette, 7-5, 4-6,
not double up any of his men for ward and Pace took 1-2 in the 220 6-2; Lucien Barbour (S) d. Bob
and Jiminez tied for fifth in the Hall 2-6, 8-6, 6-4; Ted Collins (P_)
extra events.
A second reason appears to be 50. Pace was closely touched out d. Vince Schmieder 6-3, 4-6, 7-5.
the overwhelming potentialities of first in the 100. Nyquist and In the Doubles: Pfister-Hamilton
of the other four teams they have Stebbins both took second in (P) d. Meechem-Bob Forbes 8-6,
to meet. Individually, the four their events. Cullenward won the 9-11 6-4; Lewis-Lewis (S) d. Winteams are considered easy prey 440 and the 400 yd. relay team rich'-Hall 2-6, 6-3, 6-3; Lycettefor the S.C. harriers. But, com of Nyquist, Jiminez, Cullenward Barbour and Arbuckle-Collins
tied 8-6, 6-6; match called because
bined, their weight may prove and Pace took third.
Dick Cullenward shone doubly of darkness.
too much to handle.
No one dares a prediction of bright while winning the 220 and
the outcome, but no one sees 440 while Denny Pace was the
Reserve the dates May 10 and 11
much importance attached to the unsung hero by placing second
taking of the meet. It's the con in the 100 and 220 in two very for the Aquacade in C.O.P. pool.
close races.
ference that counts.
The Cubs brought home the
bacon in the first half of the Con
ference Championships last week.
BE BEADY
The news that Stockton College
FOB THE HOT WEATHER ...
tracksters had qualified 15 men
for the Northern California Con
ference finals next week traveled
the length of ye old South Cam
SLACKS 5.00
JACKETS 5.95
pus and reverberated in the fox
holes of Stadium Drive.
In addition inessers Mason, Mahaney, and Keyser decided to
make some changes in existing
SHORT SLEEVE
S.C. records. Surprising to all
present was Mason's performance
• Shirley Louise Awe •
Van Sweet's new look cubs in I in the light of his ailing leg.
Every week a hit of the week dulged in a hilling festival last
A special commendation goes
HAWAIIAN PATTERNS
will be given*
week end and copped a double- (o Bob Wood who placed third in
header from Menlo J.C. by'the|(he 440. The boy had previously
FREE!
'been consistant but not consid
to the student picked from scores of 17-15 and 11-1.
Directory — YOU may be
These two wins put the cubs ered the best in the Thompson
N E X T !
at a 4 won and 4 lost position in | grab-bag.
•Must be claimed within week
His time of 50.3 may have been
conference play.
Next Tuesday the cubs will en ' overshadowed by Mason's recordgage the Mather Field Flyers in breaking 48.9, but it's the best
he has ever done. Remember, it s
a practice encounter.
the weight of the team, not just
the stars, than win champion
Why advertise your troubles?
'
/
ships.
There's no market for them.
MORE ORCHIDS
Bill Anttila, who organized and directed the National Junior
College Swimming Championships which were held at Oak Park
last week end, received much commendation from visiting coaches
on the efficient manner in which the meet was run-off.
To Bill, Don Dragoo, Don Kent, Ken Mork, Bob Whitney, the
members of the Block P Society, the Stockton High School swim
mers, the Aquatic Club and all other individuals and groups who
worked at the meet goes a big "Well Done!"

TRACK CLUB MEETS
4 TEAMS IN BAXTER

CUB NATATORS
MISS CROWN

BALBOA BLUES

Watch This Corner

CUB BATS SHINE
AS MENLO FALLS

SPORT SHIRTS
from 3.95

K1|mBu s ionc
/m
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C.O.P. To Join Music Groups
In Local Music Week Celebration

'FIRST LADY' - TRIM SHOW, FINE COMEDY;
FINALE OF SILVER ANNIVERSARY SEASON

Heads and Tales
BY E. BORROR

Monday night was Senate meet
"First Lady," the beautifully mounted closing production of
ing
night.
the Pacific Theatre Silver Anniversary Season, could rightly be
College of the Pacific will be an active participant in the Music
Due to the fact most students called "The Women," for it is a play where the good roles are all
Week (May 2-6) festivities planned by the music, school, and recre
up for election are well-known by in the hands of female players and it is a fashion show in itself.
ation leaders of Stockton and San Joaquin County.
Author's Kaufman and Dayton#
sight but not by name, the Sen
Programs in which the collegerwill participate are as follows:
ate has planned to have photo have provided the feminine play Harry Shelby, Robert Parr,
graphs of all nominees posted pn ers with the choice comedy lines, Charles Hoist, Winnie Merriam'
May 3 — band concert at the Col
the FSA bulletin board previous and the male characters, although Joe Hinman, Gerry Mullin, John
lege of Pacific; May 4 (tentative)
to elections.
as a whole capably handled, mere Cretan, Curt Ennen and Robert
— Organ Guild concert in the
As May 10th, the date scheduled
Central Methodist Church or ded
Speaking of bulletin boards, ly blend into the story now and Wasson.
ication of the College of Pacific for the first performance of Pa that new and uncultured board then to provide a variation of
cific's 1949 aquacade, comes near between the End Zone exit and the sexes.
GRATTONE AND STETSON
console; and May 5 (tentative)
J t n G r a t t o n e and Marian
a professional opera, "The Magic er, rehearsals are continuing with the FSA office door is for the
Bouquets of jonquils to Doris
Flute," to be presented at the Col increasing vigor.
purpose of eliminating all posters Blum for a superb, college-level Stetson appear in bit roles in
lege of Pacific.
The cast of fifty consists of a outside the cafeteria. Everyone performance. It is through the their initial appearance on Paci
The highlight of the week will group of hand-picked performers is free to use it.
fine playing of Miss Blum, guided fic Theatre boards, and although
Miss Grattone has few lines, her
be the opening program in the who have withstood the primary
Joe Hodson made his report on by Neil Whitman, Barbara Row
striking beauty is dominant when
Civic Auditorium on May 2. In rehearsals and who have proven
Mardi Gras plans Monday night. ley, Art Venable, Maria Lou
she is on stage. Miss Stetson is a
cluded in this program will be a themselves to possess the ability,
The name of the band and the Brown, Bob Thomas, and Douglas
laugh-getter from the start.
symphony, the Monday Nighters, grace and form necessary to make
Mardi Gras theme will be an Dupen, that the production snaps
A Cappella Choir, Business and this water spectacle a success.
Having sworn the drama crit
out
of
its
'turtling'
along
and
be
nounced simultaneously in the
Professional Women's Choir, the
ics oath on a stack of old Varie
gins
to
move
with
some
rapidity
near
future.
Rehearsals are going on every
Tuesday Eves, the Stockton Com
ties not to reveal the outcome of
night, and are rapidly reaching
The Unit I and Unit -II gradua and precision — although some this political satire, "I ain't gon
munity Band, and folk dancers.
what
late
in
the
evening.
the goal of perfection, with the tion ceremonies will be held joint
Other programs of interest on
na tell who gets in the best posi
reduction of splashes, and the ly this year, due to certain con KNOW COMEDY
the week's program are church
tion to be 'First Lady'." Suffice
improvement of timing, form and ditions which will be explained
These players know the tech to say that this is good comedy
observances featuring a chimes
grace. Incidentally, Mrs. Hall next week.
nical tricks of reading comedy and will be enjoyed by most
program on May 1 and a Civic
emphatically stresses that specta
Counting ballots in the next that builds up the stock of the theatre-goers.
Auditorium program by pupils of
tors are not allowed at rehearsals. election of officers will be the Pacific Theatre share-holders.
the Stockton Unified School Dis
Repeat performances are sched
Co-operation has, and continues duty of certain Senate officials
trict on May 6.
The most consistent characteri uled for tonight and tomorrow at
Planning the program are Dr. to play a large part in this show, and judges. The elections com- zation of the evening belongs to 8:30.
Marian Jourdalan, co-ordinator of as can be evidenced by the rapid- j mittee seems to have the plan Neil Whitman as the enthusiastic,
Absentee stuff-shirted Mr. Ganning. Bar
music for the Stockton School ity with which the show has been , carefully perfected.
District; Beatrice Bryant, co-or put together, not only on the part | ballots will b available for stu- bara Rowley appears as a real
dinator of music for the San Joa of the cast which deserves a j dents not planning to be on cam- istic manikan, and plays the
shrew to the hilt. However, the
quin County schools; Frank great deal of credit, but also on pUS election day.
The Humboldt State College A
Thornton Smith of the Stockton the part of those who have con-1 Ray Butler announced that the contrast between the two leading
Cappella
Choir of forty voices
cerned
themselves
with
orchestraSenate
had
an
"honored
pleasure"
College music department; Helen
ladies is not too clear-cut. One
will be heard here in a concert
Moore Roberts, private dance in tions, floral arrangements, and jn learning of a plan presented has a tendency to suppose that
by iyjr. Art Farey and Dr. Mal- whoever becomes "First Lady," on May 5, at 10:00 a.m. in the
structor; Gene Rotsch, director of program work.
Conservatory Auditorium.
the Stockton Community Band;
com Eiselen. The plan was to will be the lesser of two evils.
Selections by the Choir and
Mrs. Gladys Edlind, music super
combine talent brought in for
Art Venable, again portraying
visor for Stockton's elementary
assemblies and the lecture series an elderly man, surpasses his Madrigal Singers, under the di
rection of Leland Barlow, assist
schools; and John Lilly, city rec
Rex Mull was elected president and present another FSA advan fine work in "Dream Girl," but
ant professor of vocal music and
reational director.
tage.
Lectures
and
other
enter
it
would
be
most
interesting
to
of Pi Kappa Delta Forensic Fra
theory at Humboldt State Col
ternity at their meeting held on tainments would be an Artist's see him do a juvenile for a
14th YEAR STUDENTS NOTICE Wednesday, April 20. Other offi Series with all the implications. change. Marcia Lou Brown por lege, will compose the musical
Graduates in their 14th year cers elected include the follow
Such implications are, namely, trays an 'eye catching' southern program.
Featured on the program will
of Stockton College must file ap ing: Vice President: Doris Riggs; that those attending will be ex belle.
be
the college Madrigal Singers.
plications for graduation before Secretary: Sheldon Nicolaysen; pected to dress well for the oc
This ensemble of nine voices sits
COSTUMES
BEAUTIFUL
May 30.
casion
and
deport
themselves
ac
and Treasurer: George Stokes.
A work of commendation must informally at a table and sings
cordingly. Despite all that, the
plan was an excellent one with g<P to costume designer Milton the delightful part songs of the
sixteenth century. This custom
I N S T O C K !
unlimited possibilities for student Barnikol for a job well done. •
of singing around a table dates
Played
by
Doris
Blum
and
Bar
A Complete Line of:
| enjoyment. Admission by Student
bara Rowley in the living room from the time of Queen Eliza
DEVOE ARTISTS COLOR-IN-OIL
Body cards.
of the Secretary of State's home beth when dinner guests sat
DEVOE ARTISTS WATERCOLORS
in the third act. Written with a around the table after a meal and
WINSOR NEWTON ARTISTS BRUSHES
LINDHORST TO TEACH THIS
crisp, satirical air, the two young sang music which the host dis
— See Us For Your Paint - Wallpaper —
SUMMER ON MARYLAND STAFF
femmes frolick through the cut tributed to them.
Frank A. Lindhorst, director of ting lines with ease and grace,
Christian Community Administra providing 10 minutes of extreme
230 W. Harding Way ( N e a r P a c i f i c )
Phone 3-7947
tion at the College of the Pacific, ly smooth acting.
will, join the summer teaching
Capably handling smaller roles
staff of Westminister Theological in the production are Eileen Nor
Seminary in Maryland.
ton, at her level best; B. A. Rabe,
Herb Williams, Senior class
In a special school for town Robert Culp, Jerry Seawell, Pen president, and Bill Cunningham,
and country ministers beginning ny Fitzgerald, Bette Gall, Claire Junior prexy, announced today
June 27, he will teach leadership Billesbach, who emotes the big that the annual Junior-Senior pic
education for the rural church.
gest laugh-getter of the show; nic will be held May 14.
Lodi Lake will be at their dis
posal, with entertainment pro
Comfortable seat covers for mop •
vided from the class funds. The
cars. Perfect fitting. Colors
match the Interior of most can*
agenda, that runs from one a.m.
Take advantage of these prices.
to five p.m. will consist of races
SCHOOL
SUPPLIES
NOVELTIES
ETC.
Split
Coaches
Back Cpes,
Sedans
music and various sports, not to
3224 Pacific Ave.
Phone 3-9966
mention FOOD.
up
The organizing committee con
sists of Don Dragoo, publicity;
John McCandless, entertainment;
QUALITY — COURTESY
Bill Pinto, clean-up; Nancy RhineGROCERIES — MEATS — VEGETABLES
hart, Pat Keagy, food; Moss Lit
3200 Pacific Ave.
Dial 6-6136
tle, chaperones; and Dottie Eaton,
—We Cash Checks — Students Welcome—
transportation.

Aquacade Shapes Up;
Looks Promising

HUMBOLDT A CAPELLA
TO SING HERE

Pi Kappa Delta Elects

THE PABGO PAINT STORE

Junior-Senior Picnic
To Be Held May 14

SEAT
III COVERS

PACIFIC 5 & 10

.1 11.20

PACIFIC MARKET

These are Special Wholesale Prices

n

For College Students
Jlev&i lUidaiA&&t!

PRCUS

144

NORTH
. ELDORADO

AUTO S U P P L V

EVERYTHING

FOR THE RUTO

THE END Z O N E . . .
Your On-Campus Refreshment Center

GIFTS

SILVER

M. Friedberger & Co.
339 E. MAIN ST.
WATCHES

DIAMONDS

A '*WS«' TO* All VISITORS TO

•

TtlsxJ- to Ch-ambtsi. crfr Camm-t/vce.

CALIFORNIA

WORLD-FAMOUS 2V* MILLION DOUAR EARLY CALIFORNIA
HACIENDA WHERE KINGS, QUEENS HAVE BEEN ENTERTAINED

Mmd

— Conveniently Located in the Student Union Building

VtuU SW U 7C S.

LISTEN EVERY SUNDAY MORNING #.30 KSFO "DUDE RANCH
SREAKEASr AND RADIO SHOW. LUNCHEON. DINNER,
COCKTAILS, SWIM, DANCE, RIDE. WRITE VACATION KXDER.

CM Wwut TCtUtcA • PUASANTON

CAUf.
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DEATH VALLEY SCOTTY'S CASTLE

I.R.C.j Anderson Y
To Present Speaker
The

International

Relations

eiub, with the cooperative efforts
of the Anderson Y center, will
present Charles Schwieso of
the American Friends Service
committee for lectures on the
campus next Monday, May 2.
The organizations under the
chairmanship of Dulce Burns of
I the Anderson Y summer projects
group will hold a luncheon on
Monday 11:00 to 1:00 welcome
Schwieso.
His discussion with the interna
tional Club on Monday evening
will concern his work with the
American Friends Service com
mittee dealing with promoting
attendance into significant sum
mer projects.
The I.R.C. also sponsors a
weekly program over KCVN pre
senting interviews with foreign
students on campus who tell in
teresting highlights of their coun
tries. "Let's Be Friends" can be
heard on Wednesdays at 8:30 p.m.

Death Valley Trip
Proves Eventful
By Sue Thomson
Unlucky 13 held the COP Death
Valley Expedition in its grip April
9 to 16. Never in the past twelve
trips during Easter week have
so many unusual accidents oc
curred, confessed Dr. Arthur Bawden to the group of 250 "desert
rats," "chuckwallas," and "side
winders" who made the tour.
Number one accident came
when a radiator in one car
cracked; the expedition stopped
as gum was collected from pas
sengers in each car to patch the
broken member. The caravan
proceeded along without incident
until it arrived at Lake Mead in
back of Boulder Dam. There,
news came that the food truck had
broken down at Stove Pipe Wells.
The saying, "I'd walk a mile for
a Camel" has been antedated by
"I'd go 200 miles to sample the
gravy crew's' concoctions," for
the group had to turn around and
travel 200 miles back into the
desert to get their dinner.
So ending the night near the
Stove Pipe Wells Hotel, the group
had another unpleasant happen
ing. Twenty-four rolls of toilet
paper were donated to soothe the
injured feelings of the manager
of that hotel, who accused the ex
pedition of using too much of the
aforementioned article.
The only serious mishap of the

for 20% discount on all
watches, diamonds and

902 DON BURTON BLDG.

Any watch cleaned, re
paired

and

overhauled

$5.50

AxrHNNEY'S

WIMAWAV

F AMOUS N A M E I N BATHING

TS!

"FELLAS"
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE

COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
Phone 2-6550

When on the Avenue
STOP FOR A SNACK
AT THE
Phone 7-7095

1928 Pacific Avenue

(gSCLEANERS
DHive-iN

jewelry purchased at

SMITH'S

Boomer II, Rhizomia Fraternity's entry in the amphibian con
test at Angels Camp on May 13, 14, 15 is giving George Wilson of
Omega Phi and Alpha Kappa Phrogg II of Archania more than a
thousand tadpoles worth of competition as he daily jumps on the
Rhizite lawn.
His stride is whispered to be at*
least twenty-four feet (frog me 1949 Mardi Gras Queen to leap
ter). Frog tears come to the eyes frog with Boomer.
of George and Alphy whenever
they see the glowering and hate BOOMER BOTHERED
The only things which bothered
ful features of rival Boomer.
Boomer this week besides his
Entertained by the soothing Pablum hangover was the nonsaxophone playing by Pledge attendance of his masters and
Dave Clarkson, Boomer counts trainers at the Basbah dance. He
upon music to swell his savage invited his friends, their frog
breast. Bebop with its unlimited guests, and even extended half a
note carrying causes Boomer to frogleg to his competitors, George
expand his lungs to the point of and Alphy.
making a frog-lunar eclipse, hid
Commenting on Lazarus, the
ing the moon as well as the sun.
1200-year-old iced fossiled frog
With the approaching Cala entry from Yosemlte's glaciers^
veras Frog Jumping Contest, Boomer said, "It's young Ameri
Boomer is thinking of the loud can frog blood that's goin' to win
applause he will get when he and not an old deep freeze frog
wins and of the gold drinking corpse."
cup; most of all he wants that
With Tully behind him at this
round the world trip donated by
United Frog Lines. Bob Clarke date, Boomer has warm regard
has promised him a Hawaiian for the education he has gained,
shirt and a frog mate that can and as he looked at the picture
hula with a bop movement. As an of Tully in his training stable, he
added incentive, Joe Hodson has remarked kindly, "I can tell that
guaranteed the cooperation of the Tully knows."

Arab Hashem attended the na
tional conference as an observer
under his scholarship from the
Royal Embassey of Saudi Arabia
whole journey came when Grace and not the Arabian Oil Company
Dively's car, on the descent from
the Panamint Mountains — 7,000 town's high school gym.
Although the expedition had
feet in seven miles — went out of
control and over a small embank more than its share of misfor
ment, rolled end over end, side tune, if had happier events to
ways, and landed on_its wheels make it memorable: the campwith all windows broken. All six fires, visits to Death Valley Scotpassengers in the car suffered ty's Castle and questionable gold
from shock — no cuts were re mine, the scenery in general, and
ceived — and one girl, a teacher in particular the last night skit
from out of state, received a frac with a harem of girls singing
tured vertebrae. She remained at and sighing, '"Oh, Waldo, oh,
the scene of the accident for five Waldo, how you can love" to a
hours until the KCVN truck, much confused, but appreciative,
serving in the capacity of an am Dr. Allen Waldo.
bulance, took her to a hospital
It is needless to remark in
in a nearby town.
length about the wonderful ex
In that same night the rest of periences the group had on the
the group was rained out at Lone expedition. The fact that at least
Pine, near the base of Mt. Whit half of the members are planning
ney, at three o'clock in the morn to make the Fourteenth Tour to
ing. It was forced to break camp Death Valley next Easter Is
and continue its sleep in the enough to say.

SAVE 20%
Your F.S.A. Card good

Rhizomia Lawn Scene of Action
Frogs Stir Widespread Interest

1603 PACIFIC AVE.

TELEPHONE 3-4952

"Pick Up and Delivery"
"4 Hour Emergency Service"

ONE AND TWO PIECE SUITS ...
... IN 1949 STYLES AND COLORS

•790
NOVFI TY DESIGNS ACCENT THESE SOLID-COLOR LASTEX SUITS! FAGGOTED SEAMS GIVE MORE FREEDOM
. A SLEEK FIT. LIGHT AND DARK COLORS.
Sizes 61 to 00
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MOBILE UNIT AT C.O.P.

GUYS 'n GALS
By David Gerber

What was once a hazy idea is
now seemingly materializing in
Editor
to a real fact of having a na
—
—Business Manager
Faculty Advisors
tional fraternity on campus
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student As
Last Monday the realization of
sociation. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office,
such an organization came closer
Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
into being, when a banquet was
Brodie
_ Associate Editor
given by the Southern Club's 9i
Jack Francis
—„—
_ News and Copy Editor
Morganti
~
Drama Editor
members at the El Kohber, with
Lnly Bliekle
—
—
Society Editor
Felisa Capillo
—
Feature Editor
their guests being Dr. Tully c
5?«®»
Stockton College Editor
Knoles, President Burns and
M
—
Sports Editor
Ed I owell
Assistant Sports Editor
r
Dean Betz.
Jillson and Toal
Photographers
T
X?omay
Cartoonist
The newly formed club plans
Sue Thomson
Club Editor
next semester to expand officialCOLUMNISTS—Bob Huth, Jerry Mullin, Elizabeth Borror, Dave Gerber, Don
ly into the Gamma Gamma EpsiDragoo, Ed Powell.
Ion Chapter of the National KapREPORTERS—Norm Ritter, Bob Foote, Jim Gallagher, Jack Hall, Bob Jiminez,
Bob Haaker, Don Dragoo, Stan Klevan, George Abrahamson, A1 Comaskey, Nance
pa Alpha fraternity. Dr. Knoles,
Blackburn. Chick Chidester, Gordon Ingleston, Jane McBride, Janice Merrill,
himself a Kappa Alpha brother!
Dean Stark, Sue Thomson, Richard Turner, Irene Mattos, Neil Dollarhide, Eloine
-By Staff Photographer
Ralph, Marilyn Piatt, R. Sumner Burdette, Jack Russell, Alice Call, Bill Sanford,
had the boys chuckling at the
Rodney La Rocque, Tino Venzor, Bob Whitney, Jim McLeod, Audrey Schwinefus
Will Fannon.
differences between the old and
new way of getting dates on
"A huge success!" was the group were Pat Rohrbough, Less campus . . .
statement given by Ken Culver,1 Abott, Bob Murray, Ken Culver,
Jim and Bruce Orvis pulled
chairman of the College Red Beverly Wilson, Jean Cryon, Earl the fast one of the weekend. They
Collins, Jane McBride, and Phyl
Dear Editor:
south campus and was amazed to Cross Unit, in regard to last lis Finch. Beverly Wilson was in invited Dave Hayden, John Rohde,
Bill Wirt, Doug Scovil, Ed LeEven though the Stockton Col find the life and spirit that seems Tuesday's campus blood dona charge of the refreshments which Baron, and A1 Stockdale up to
tions.
Of
the
fifty-five
persons
lege Swimming Team only took to be vacant around unit III.
were served after the donations. their ranch to enjoy a day of
The food at the barn is not who were examined, three were
second in the NJCAA Champion
The campus Red Cross Unit swimming. Instead the muscle
ship Meet this weekend, the Meet only excellent but well within the rejected and ten did not show up. wishes to thank all who have do men found a waterless pool and
was acclaimed a great success. I college pocket book. The students
The students who volunteered nated and those who have helped a big painting job ahead of them.
would like to take this opportun are all working hard to make to serve on the recruitment in any way.
Bill Spry doing a wonderful but
ity to thank the students for the their campus a success.
thankless job as sports editor
Why not take a little time and
fine support they gave to us and
on the "New LOOK", Naranjado,
for the congenial atmosphere they visit the Barn and try some of
decided to get into the Big Game
created for the visiting athletes the food and also note the spirit
and
signed up a new head coach
that
prevails
over
the
campus.
during their stay on campus.
By Lorraine Anderson
hams will pack their five aquar when he pinned Joan Kretchmer.
P.S. The girls aren't bad either!
The success of the Meet was
Because of the "no children" iums in newspaper, put the fish
For Sale Item: Slightly used
largely due to the untiring ef
Jack Russell
restriction on Manor Hall, the in thermos bottles and reduce the Palm leaves — See Rhizomia . ..
forts of Don Kent, student
College of Pacific couples dormi population of Manor Hall by two
Tonight and tomorrow night is
manager, Don Dragoo, and many Dear Editor:
tory, husbands and wives have hundred' and fifty percent.
the Jast chance to catch Doris
other students who unselfishly
Since our lawns and shrubbery been raising ivy, raising turtles,
Blum's wonderful dramatic ca
gave their time and energy to are just getting their start on raising petunias in coffee cans,
rousing on the Pacific Theatre
help arrange a good program. the South Campus, let us remind and raising cain.
boards
in the political satire,
The fine cooperation given by Mr. our students and teachers that
Then there's Max Graham, a
By Jerry Mullin
"First Lady."
Ritter's office in arranging for we need their help to protect our
Which reminds us, we're al
the banquet and the valuable as landscape investment and make COP senior and pre-ministerial
Spring is here to stay. Ah,
student who raises fish — all
ways amused at so called, "Dra
sistance given by Mr. and Mrs. the campus beautiful.
spring is a wonderful time of
kinds of fish!
matic Critics" who forget they
Carmichael in the Stockton Col
year so picturesque, so beautiful,
Let us try to remember to use
should possess knowledge of the
He has devilish angel fish, neu
lege Student Body Office was the available WALK WAYS and
and so many girls in bathing
first word in their title before
rotic cat fish, guppies who live
greatly appreciated.
give the grass a chance to grow! primarily to chase their little suits. In spring a young man's they use the second word con
fancy turns to thoughts of love,
How about it?
W. K. Anttila,
structively . . ,
girl-friends and eat (the guppy is
turns to romance, turns to — I
NJCAA Meet Manager
Jack Graham
GAL OF THE WEEK
right at home in a college atmos
don't know where it's been but
The fabulous Casey of Mudville
phere), zebras, bright red sword
it's
so nice to be home again.
Editor:
AWS OPEN MEETING
struck out tis true, but here at
fish, little red platies, neons, and
Picnics seem to be the order of Pacific we have a Casey who'd
How many COP students take
AWS open meeting for all wo the most fascinating of all, the
the trouble to visit the barn or men students will be held in head and tail-light fish which the season with all this beautiful make a hit with the campus any
even south campus?
Bannister Hall, Monday, May 2, generates its own power by means weather. The drama department
This writer took a little visit to at 7:30 p.m.
of a (wet) battery and is the only is no exception and is preparing
fish which comes equipped with theirs for the 15 of May. All
the safety precautions of the drama students and friends are
looking forward with great an
modern automobile.
ticipation as it is always one of
Max says he is sure that his the high points of their social
By TED TOOMAY
little head and tail light fish were season. (Pardon my finger bowl.)
the inspiration for the floure
Ready or not, here we come.
scent bill-board.
From a humble beginning of Next Thursday is D-Day for the
just "three itty fishes" in a bowl, members of the opera class as
the Grahams now have five aquar they open in their production of
iums and a lamp with fish swim the "Magic Flute." They will be
going all out in this production
ming around in its base. /
as
it is their major project of the
One guppy bears about twenty
baby guppies and at that rate it year. It includes a cast of 17j
doesn't take long to fill an aquar principals and a chorus of, to
ium. Mamma guppy usually has quote Dr. Underwood, "thirty
them at two o'clock in the morn beautiful girls.7 Why Doc, I time. It's little Cecelia Casey with
ing so friends and neighbors sit didn't know you cared?
the shining blue eyes and the
Interesting were the reactions brunette hair fixed so pertly in
up to wait the blessed event and
also to keep mamma from eating of various people to a certain re the new look fashion.
them as fast as they are born — viewer's remarks about a certain
She hails from Taft where
a curious habit in many species play. One and all they said and oil comes out of the faucets and
of fish.
quote from observation rather she is presently the President of
These little creatures of aqua than remarks, "Mr. Reviewer, we Zeta Phi. As for hobbies she
tic habitat have many interesting disagree most heartily and just likes skiing but she can't ski
peculiarities. The male sword- to show you we intend to give an and she likes swimming but she
fish in pursuit of a mate swims even better show." They did.
can't swim.
Now, how can some people be
backwards 'round the aquarium at
A general elementary educa
lightning speed, and the Siamese so stupid, namely me. Last week tional major (You get a B.A. if
said one of O'Neil's one-acts to you can pronounce it in one
fighting fish is very likely to kill
his mate if she becomes fright be presented in the next studio breath) Casey expects to teach
ened of him. Some are egg bear theatre production was "Journey though she could be persuaded
ers, some are live bearers and From Cardiff."
to lean towards architecture if
some, such as the neon, are im
Guess what? Well, kiddies, you the right opportunity comes. The
possible to breed in captivity and have only this Friday and Satur man in her life has the initials
must be shipped in froqi South day to see "First Lady." This is of Russ Overracker, former
America.
the last production of this season C.O.P. lad. W-e-1-1 he's in L.A.
When June rolls around and the and your last chance to see a fine and Casey is here. I bet he misses
T O U P E E !
end of school draws near the Gra show.
college.
Lillian Juanitas
Norm Rltter
Allen Woodall, James R. Morrison 7177
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